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The United States Requirements
for an Antisatellite (ASAT) Capability
Matthew Mowthorpe1

Centre for Security Studies, University of Hull, U.K.
This article examines the United States policy towards acquiring antisatellite weapons. It seeks to examine why the United States deemed it
necessary to develop antisatellite weapons and indeed poses the question is
the United States nearer to acquiring an ASAT now. Initially it analyses the
philosophy which believed that ASAT weapons had a destabilising effect on
the United States' relationship with the Soviet Union. The article then addresses the successive administration's policies towards ASAT weapons and
discusses the technological systems. Towards the latter period of the Cold
War in the late 1970s ASAT arms control measures began to be debated. It
is beyond the scope of the article to address all of the ASAT negotiations,
so the focus of this section is on the period when ASAT limitations were at
their closest. With the end of the Cold War the ASAT issue has not gone
away, indeed the issue has risen to the fore, especially in the light of the US
policy which seeks to control space. The final section addresses the US approach to this. This is the salience for ASAT discussions to date, in that appears that the development of a space control policy is driving the requirement for an ASAT capability and such a capability could be closer now
than at any time before.
Key Words: Space weapons, military space, antisatellite weapons, space control,
antisatellite treaty, space policy, space warfare

While space itself is relatively remote from human conflict, certain kinds
of satellite could have a potentially decisive impact on the outcome of
conflicts on earth. Both sides recognise this fact. In peacetime, their
satellites operate freely. But each side maintains some capability to
interfere with or attack satellites that-given the outbreak of war-might
threaten to reveal the location, size or readiness of their terrestrial or
maritime forces.2
Antisatellite weapons are deemed to have a similar impact on strategic stability as ballistic missile defence, in that they are seen as
destabilising.3 ASAT weapons threaten the satellites which are said to
1
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enhance stategic stability namely early warning satellites, communication satellites and photoreconaissance satellites. Early warning satellites
are vital to strategic stability in that they provide warning of an
impending attack, especially in a nuclear context. In a nuclear arena the
warning time is of essence to strategic stability in that it prevents one
side achieving a surprise first strike attack on the other side's two
retalliatory nuclear assets namely ICBMS and nuclear equipped aircraft.
An ASAT capability targetting early warning satellites is seen as
extremely destabilising in that it undermines a central essence of nuclear
deterrence, namely that a suprise attack is unachievable. Also, the
targetting of photoreconnaissance satellites which are important in the
context of arms control verification, undermines the stability of the
international security environment which arms control can provide. It is
for these reasons that ASAT weapons are deemed to be destabilising in
an international security context.
The United States ASAT Programmes During the Cold War

The Eisenhower Administration's position towards the development
of an anti-satellite system was founded on the belief that the United
States was more reliant on reconnaissance information provided by
satellites than the Soviet Union and subsequently did not want to initiate
anything which could jeopardise that. Indeed, the following quote from
Herbert York the former Director of Defence Research and Engineering, encapsulates this belief:
The President himself, in recognition of the fact that we didn't want
anybody else interfering with our satellites, limited [one ASAT] programme to study only status and ordered that no publicity be given
either the idea or the study of it.4
Implicit within this belief is that the United States by forgoing the
development of an ASAT capability would have a subsequent effect on
the Soviet Union's own desire to have such a system. Indeed this policy
flows from the sanctuary school of space policy, despite the fact that the
Eisenhower administration was seen to be 'hedging its bets' by pursuing
the conceptual development of an ASAT system.
The Kennedy Administration like Eisenhower, was willing to
authorise the development of other ASAT programmes in the eventuality of an unforseen Soviet space threat. Indeed as the following quote by
Marshal Biriuzov, chief of the Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces, in an
4
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interview in February 1963 that was made public by the Kennedy
Administration highlights: "It has now become possible to command
from earth to launch missiles from satellites at any desired time and at
any point in the satellite trajectory."5 Indeed further evidence of Soviet
intentions was provided by Secretary of Defence McNamara testifying
before Congress a month prior: "...the Soviet Union may now have or
soon achieve the capability to place in orbit bomb-carrying satellites...[and] we must make the necessary preparartions now to counter it
if it does develop."6 This had led McNamara to instruct the US Army in
May 1962 to develop and modify NIKE-ZEUS in an ASAT role.
The first operational ASAT was Programme 505 which was the
adaption of the Army's NIKE-ZEUS Anti-Ballistic Missile and work
began in 1955. The technology of an ABM is able to be adapted for an
ASAT role since both missiles are intended to intercept targets in space.
The differences however lie in the geometry of the interceptions; an
ICBM observes a descending trajectory compared with a horizontal path
of a satellite. There are also differences in angle, distance and speed of
the target which must be adjusted by the guidance radar. An ABM also
has to be operational at all times. In many ways an ASAT capability is
less demanding than that of an ABM since only one target wouldbe
engaged at a time. The target's flight path, direction and altitude would
be known well in advance, whereas an ABM has to contend with
multiple targets, decoys, jammers and booster debris simultaneoulsy,
with little warning time.
The first NIKE-ZEUS ASAT test successfully intercepted an imaginary target in space at an altitude of 100 nautical miles (185km), and was
within the lethal distance of the nuclear warhead.7 A second ASAT test
was conducted and intercepted an imaginary target in space at a range
of 151-nautical mile (279km). However several failed tests followed and
Program 505 was eventually phased out in 1966, whilst the rival Air
Force Program 437 received the ASAT mission.8
Program 437 used a Thor intermediate range ballistic missile to
reach its target. The first intercept by Program 437 occured in February
1964. The Thor missile was launched at a target, a Transit 2A rocket
5
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body, occupying a 564 by 335 nautical mile orbit, inclined at 66.7
degrees. The intercept point was at an altitude of 540 nautical miles, the
warhead passed close enough to the target to be considered a successful
interception.9 The following two tests were also deemed to be succesful.
In June 1964 the Thor ASAT system was declared operational.
However, the effects of using a nuclear armed ASAT was considered in
terms of its non-discriminating effect on friendly satellites and the
search for a non-nuclear ASAT was considered. Consequently on April
1, 1975 Program 437 was terminated parly due to its inability to deal
with the threat from rapidly increasing in number Soviet military
satellites.10
The United States position for a US ASAT capability in the 1970s
was that the United States should match the Soviet ASAT capability a
means of deterring attacks on US satellites. A weakness of this position
is that it is argued that the United States was more dependent upon it
satellites for military effectiveness than the Soviet Union, therefore in a
tit for tat exchange the United States would be in a weaker position. The
United States would have been in a weaker position vis a vis the Soviet
Union since the Soviets had fewer military forces deployed beyond their
borders and could rely on ground-based lines of communications, as well
as the fact that the Soviet had less need for world-wide communications
and navigation aids.11 For these reasons it is unlikely that the possession
by the United States of an ASAT capability would have acted as a
deterrent for the Soviet Union making use of its ASAT capability.
The outgoing Ford administration and the incoming Carter administration recognised the Soviet "anti-space defence" system as a threat to
US space assets. In response to this newly perceived threat the Ford
administration planned to "...increase significantly the US space defence
effort over a broad range of space-related activities which include space
surveillance, satellite systems survivability, and the related space
operations control function (meaning a US ASAT)."12 The Carter
administration unlike any of the previous administrations was faced with
the likelihood of a Soviet ASAT becoming operational. However, like
the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations, the Carter administration
9
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pursued a policy of negotiating arms control on ASATs whilst maintaining research and development of an ASAT system as insurance.
Although the research and development into ASAT technologies was
heavily constrained. The following quote from the Carter administration's Secretary of Defence Brown encapsulates the essence of this
policy:
As the President has clearly stated, it would be preferable for both sides
to join in on an effective, and adequately verifiable ban on anti-satellite
(ASAT) systems; we certainly have no desire to engage them in a space
weapons race. However, the Soviets with their present capability are
leaving us with little choice. Because of our growing dependece on
space systems we can hardly permit them to have a dominant position in
the ASAT realm. We hope that negotiations on ASAT limitations lead
to a strong symmetic control. But in the meantime we must proceed
with ASAT programs (for the present short of operational or space
testing), especially since we do not know if the Soviets will accept the
contols on thse weapons that we would think necessary.13
The Carter administration engaged the Soviets on three separate
occasions from 1978 to 1979 in the pursuit of an ASAT limitations
treaty, but the Soviets were unwilling to come to an agreement during
this era.14 The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan put an end to the
negotiations in late 1979.
There were several key events early in the Reagan administration
that polarised the ASAT issue. The Soviets in 1981 submitted to the
United Nations a draft ASAT treaty calling for the banning of weapons
in space. Soviet Premier Andropov two years later continued the Soviet
'peace initiative' by denying Soviet first use of ASATs in outer space and
offered to dismantle the existing Soviet ASAT system and prohibit
further development. In 1983 the Soviets proposed another draft treaty
to the UN. This called for "a ban on the use of force in space and
dismantlement of existing ASAT systems."15 The Soviets at the same
time as these proposals tested their co-orbital ASAT system for its
twentieth and final test in 1982. The Soviet Union shortly after
unilaterally declared a moratorium on any further tests of its co-orbital
13
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ASAT.16 This unilateral declaration of a moratorium provided ammunition for opponents in Congress of the US' development and deployment
of an ASAT. However, the Reagan administration determined that the
development, procurement and deployment of a US ASAT was vital to
national security interests despite the Soviet proposals.
The Reagan administration showed strong support for a US ASAT
capability by requesting additional funding from Congress from fiscal
year 1982 through to fiscal year 1985. Indeed, Congress appropriated
each year what the administration requested.17 In addition to the
funding increases the Reagan administration provided a rationale for
the acquisition of an ASAT capability. In a report to Congress on March
31, 1984, President Reagan cited two primary reasons for pursuing a US
ASAT. First, a US ASAT capability to destroy satellites was required to
deter Soviet attacks on US satellites in a crisis or conflict. The policy
statement cited the example that if the Soviet Union used its ASAT
capability in a crisis or conflict to disable or destroy a US satellite, the
United States would have no means to respond in kind to avoid
escalating the conflict.18 Second, it was argued, "...a comprehensive
ASAT ban would afford a sanctuary to existing Soviet satellites designed
to target US naval and land conventional forces."19 Therefore, the
Reagan administration argued a capability was required "for US and
Allied security to protect against threatening satellites."20 The Reagan
administration's policy for an ASAT requirement was thus as a means to
deter the Soviets from using their co-orbital ASAT to attack US space
systems and a means to negate Soviet space systems designed to target
US and allied forces. The Reagan administration's policy towards ASAT
represented a departure from the policies espoused by previous
administrations in that arms control measures were no longer deemed
desirable. The twin-track policy under the Eisenhower and Carter
administration of simultaneously pursuing research and development
and ASAT arms control measures was effectively over.
The air launched US ASAT capability began in the early 1970s with
full scale development commencing in 1977. The system involved the
'direct ascent' of an interceptor to its target, in contrast to the Soviet co16
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orbital ASAT system tested between 1968 and 1982. The interceptor
consisted of an MHV on a two-stage missile. The system was mounted
under an F-15 fighter, the SRAM first stage and the Altair second stage
would have taken the interceptor up another 500 kilometres, from where
the MHV would use its eight heat-seeking infrared sensors to acquire
the target, and then fired a small rocket thrusters to ram the target.
Destruction was to be achieved by velocity impact.
The US direct-ascent antisatellite weapon was launched by a rocket
which was carried to high altitude by an F-15. The two stage rocket
launched a device known as the miniature homing vehicle into the path
of the target satellite from information supplied by the ground-based
satellite tracking network.21 Homing was to be acheived through a
combination of eight infrared telescopes, a set of small thrusters and a
laser gyroscope. The infrared sensors identified the target against the
cold background of space. The cylinder rotated whilst the gyroscope
determined when the various thrusters were to be fired in order to bring
it into the path of the target. The ensuing high speed collision destroys
the target. In principle any F-15 could have been adapted to carry the
antisatellite weapon. Carrier-based aircraft or midair refuelling of the F15 would have enabled the antisatellite weapon to attack almost any
position in the world.22 This would have allowed the US to target all of
the low-orbit satellites along with the highly elliptical orbit satellites
known as Molniya satellites, possessed by the Soviet Union.
The first flight test occurred on 21 January 1984, when an ASAT
booster, without a MHV aboard, was launched against a point in space.
A second test in November was targeted against an infrared emitting
body (a star) to test the ability of the MHV to distinguish between its
target and the background infrared emission of space. Both of these
were considered to be successful. The third, and most important, test
took place on 13 September 1985; in this test, the complete system was
launched against a target satellite. The MHV successfully intercepted
the target.23
The MHV employed an infrared sensor which looked out through 8
small telescopes to provide target information. This guaranteed accurate
data and prevented the Miniature Vehicle from 'attacking' stars.24 It
21
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spinned at 20 revolutions per second, which not only kept it stable but
assisted the 8 telescopes in acquiring and locking onto the target. Once
the target was acquired, the Miniature Vehicle separates from the
second stage.
The outer shell of the Miniature Vehicle was composed of 56 small
cylinders of solid rocket-propellant, the nozzles of which point out to the
side. When fired, under control of the guidance system, they move the
vehicle body to keep it on a collision course. The rockets were fast
burning so as not to upset the spin stabilisation. The guidance task of
firing the correct rocket at the proper time was a major one requiring
extremely sophisticated electronics, and timing was of the essence
because of the vehicle's fast spin rate.25
After the Miniature Vehicle's course had been corrected, a counterfiring stops the lateral drift. To achieve accuracy a laser-gyro which
acted as a clock enabling the on-board computer to determine which
rockets have fired - they were single-shot only - and allowed the
Miniature Vehicle to rotate past the spent rockets. Additional rockets
were used to prevent the Miniature Vehicle developing 'wobble' due to
the firings.
The Miniature Vehicle destroyed by direct collision with the target
at 45,000 feet per second (13,716 mps). The energy of such an impact is
akin to hitting a satellite with a shell from a battleship's main gun.26 A
direct collision at such high velocity was simpler than fusing and
exploding a warhead.
The F-15-launched anti-satellite missile was a two-stage solid-fuel
rocket 17.75 ft (5.4m) long and weighing 2632 lb (1194 kg). The first
stage 17.6 in (6.9 cm) in diameter was based on the Boeing Short Range
Attack Missile (SRAM). At the base are two small fixed fins and three
large movable fins which control the vehicle during atmospheric
ascent.27 The second stage had an Altair III rocket motor of the kind
used as the fourth stage on the Scout launch vehicle. It is specially
strengthened for its antisatellite role and is fitted with small hydrazine
thrusters for attitude control. The second stage was 19.76 in (7.8cm) in
diameter. At its forward end was the Miniature Vehicle, with its spin
table and subsystems (such as the inertial reference unit, computer and
cryogenic tank for cooling the infrared sensor). An inertial guidance unit
provided control during powered flight until a specific point in space was
25
26
27
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reached.28 At this point, the Miniature Vehicle begins to search for its
target. After second-stage burnout, it spins up and the target satellite is
acquired.
The F-15 launch aircraft itself required certain modifications. An
electronic package replaced the 20mm ammunition container. There
were wiring charges and a special centerline pylon which included a
microprocessor, a communications line between the missile and aircraft,
a back-up battery, electrical connections and a gas generator ejection
system. The pilot's launch duties were minimal as he receives steering
commands via the cockpit head up display. For most attack profiles, the
ASAT was launched while the F-15 was in subsonic, straight and level
flight. For satellites in higher orbits, a supersonic climb would be used.
This added speed to the ASAT and avoids the need for a sharp pull up
which might overstress the missile. The launch was automatic with a 10
to 15 second window.29
The F-15 ASAT has a number of advantages over a more conventional system. An F-15 could be flown to wherever necessary to
accomplish an interception. A fixed-based ASAT, dependent on a large
rocket, lacked such flexibility. As long as there are F-15s, ASAT missiles,
supplies and means of to function whereas a fixed-base ASAT would be
a candidate for attack during the early stages of an escalating war.30 It
was economically feasible to build enough of the weapons to cope with a
high enemy launch rate.
In the mid-1980s Congress began constraining the US ASAT programme. The fiscal year 1986 appropriation procurement money was
significantly slashed and in fiscal years 1987 and 1988 Congress denied
procurement funds completely. On December 19, 1985 a congressional
ban prohibited any further tests of US ASATs in space until and unless
the Soviets tested its ASAT again. In fiscal years 1987 and 1988
Congress continued the ban.31 Indeed, an Office of Technology
Assessment report highlighted the complexity of the ASAT issue:
In choosing between ASAT weapon development and arms control, one
wishes to pursue that course which makes the greater contribution to
US national security. This is often characterised as a choice between
developing a capability to destroy Soviet satellites while assuming US
satellites will also be at risk, or protecting US satellites to some extent
28
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through arms control while forfeiting effective ASAT weapons. The
better choice could, in principle, be identified by comparing the utility
which the United States expects to derive from its military satellites
with the disutility which the United States would expect to suffer from
Soviet MILSATs during a conflict. Such a comparison - although possible in principle - is made exceedingly difficult by the number of conflict
scenarios which must be considered and by the lack of consensus or
offical declaration about the relative likelihood and undesirability of
each scenario.32
During the latter part of the Reagan administration Congress was
unable to be convinced of the deterrent value of an ASAT. Also, the
possible influence on Congress of the earlier Soviet initiative for
banning weapons in space and the moratorium on testing of their own
ASAT system cannot be discounted. In February 1988, Secretary of
Defence Carlucci announced the cancellation of the Air Force's F-15
ASAT programme citing the negative impact of the congressionally
mandated ASAT test ban.33
The Search for ASAT Arms Control

The first notification that the Carter administration was seriously
considering ASAT arms control and had proposed the issue with the
Soviet Union came at a press briefing by President Carter on March 9,
1977 where he announced:
I have proposed both directly and indirectly to the Soviet Union, publicly and privately, that we try to identify those items on which there is
relatively close agreement - not completely yet, because details are very
difficult on occasion. But I have for instance, suggested we forego the
opportunity to arm satellite bodies, and also to forego the opportunity
to destroy observation satellites.34
The issue was raised again by Secretary of State Vance on his visit to
Moscow in March of that year. Although not the primary focus of the
visit, both the Arms Control Disarmament Agency and State Department had prepared briefing papers that outlined a range of antisatellite
arms control options. At the press conference following the meeting on
32
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33
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34
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March 30, Secretary of State Vance announced that both sides had
agreed to set up working groups to discuss specific areas of arms
limitation, including one for antisatellite weapons.35 Prior to the meeting
in Moscow, President Carter had issued Presidential Review Memorandum PRM/NSC-23 that directed the recently created NSC Policy
Review Committee to review existing policy and formulate overall
principles to guide US space activities.36
The Policy Review Committee worked on long-term issues and
comprised of cabinet-rank officials from the relevant departments.
However, due to the sensitive nature of the antisatellite issue an ad hoc
Antisatellite Working Group made up of representatives from the State
Department, DoD, CIA, JCS and ACDA and chaired by the Walter
Slocombe (Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for International
Security Affairs) was set up. This group was separated from the main
PRM-23 group to discuss ASAT related issues.37 The ASAT Working
Group combined with President Carter's interest in antisatellite arms
control discussed US negotiating strategy and its relationship to the US
ASAT programme. None of the group wanted to curtail the programme,
yet neither did they support a crash programme. Instead the group
favoured the development of the US programme in an orderly way that
would facilitate the arms control process with the Soviet Union.38 The
group formulated the policy that the prospect of a US ASAT capability
would provide an incentive for the Soviet Union to negotiate, and would
provide leverage during the negotiations. In addition, if an acceptable
agreement proved elusive, the United States would have an ASAT
capability.
The question of what form of limitations the United States should
pursue caused the most disagreement within the Working Group. The
Department of Defence initially favoured the complete dismantlement
of the Soviet ASAT system, but as a result of either growing scepticism
about the verifiability of a comprehensive ban, or a desire to maintain
some ASAT capability for the United States it favoured reaching a
"rules of the road" agreement that would ban hostile acts in space.39
However, the State Department and ACDA were more optimistic of a
35
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36
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ban on testing and deployment. On September 3, 1977 the ASAT
Working Group presented a range of arms control option to the
President and on September 23 President Carter indicated his preference for comprehensive limits in the PRM/NSC-23 Decision Paper. The
new Director of Defence Research and Engineering, William Perry
summarised the directive at the defence budget hearings in 1977:
The PRM/NSC-23 Decision Paper dated September 23, 1977, requires
that we seek a comprehensive ASAT agreement prohibiting testing in
space, deployment and use of AST capability ... To reduce the possibilty
of a future space conflict, the President has directed that we seek an
effective and adequately verifiable ban on anti-satellite systems with the
Soviets. As a consequence of this decision an ineragency group - of
which DoD is a part - has been making the necessary preparations for
negotiating with the Soviets.40
The Presidential Directive's national security components remain
classified, although the press release gave some indication of what had
been decided:
...The United States finds itself under increasing pressure to field an
antisatellite capability of its own in response to Soviet activities in this
area. By exercising mutual restraint, the United States and the Soviet
Union have an opportunity at this early juncture to stop an unhealthy
arms competition in space before the competition develops a momentum of its own. The two countries have commenced bilateral discussions
on limiting certain activies directed against space objects, which we
anticipate will be consistent with the overall US goal of maintaining any
nation's right of passage through and operations in space without interference. While the United States seeks verifiable comprehensive
limits on antisatellite capabilities, in the absence of such an agreement,
the United States will vigourously pursue development of its own capabilities. The US space defence programme shall include an integrated
attack warning, notification, verigication and contingency reaction
capability which can effectively detect and react to threats to US Space
Systems.41
The press release was an offer of further US ASAT restraint in
40
US Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, Department
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41
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return for reciprocal action from the Soviet Union. There was also a
threat of a US space defence programme if the Soviet Union failed to
conform.
Once President Carter had expressed his preference for comprehensive limits on antisatellites with PRM/NSC-23 the NSC began preparations for the negotiations with the Soviets. An Antisatellite Negotiating
Working Group was established, although the departments represented
were the same as the previous ASAT Working Group and as a result its
membership was virtually identical. However, although PRM/NSC-23
had called for comprehensive limits on ASAT testing and deployment it
had not specified how this was going to be achieved. The most important
problem that arose was what activities and devices were to be prohibited. There was a large grey area over what systems constituted an
antisatellite weapon. Electronic jammers and dual capable systems such
as ABMs and ICBMs could all be used as a potential ASAT weapon.
The Soviet Galosh exoatmospheric ABM system had a rudimentary
ASAT capability.42 A further important issue was how could a treaty
prohibiting antisatellite weapons be verified. As the discussions
continued the group became divided, the Defence Department became
convinced that the a comprehensive agreement would not be possible
nor desirable. The principal coalitions were ACDA and the State
Department favouring a comprehensive prohibition and the Defence
Department and the Joint Chiefs of Staff against such an agreement.43
The Defence Department believed that the Soviet's dedicated
ASAT weapon would be impossible to verify since the SS-9 booster was
used for other missions, notably for launching ocean reconnaissance
satellites. The argument that the Soviets would not have confidence in
using a covertly deployed ASAT system because it had not been tested
was countered by the fact there were ways to disguise an ASAT test
under the cover of activities such as spacecraft docking.44 The State
Department and ACDA on the other hand believed that the benefits of
reaching an agreement would curb the more over antisatellite systems
outweighted the risks of covert Soviet ASAT deployments. However, by
March 1978, President Carter appeared to have become impatient with
the negotiating group's division and decided to initiate formal discussions with the Soviet Union.
On June 8 of that year, talks began in Helsinki in the search for a
42
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comprehensive ban on ASAT weapons. During the first round of talks
the US delegation headed by ACDA director Paul Warnke, position was
to explore the extent of Soviet interest and thinking on the issue of
ASAT arms control. The United States began the negotiations by
proposing a complete prohibition of antisatellite weapons. However, it
appeared that the Soviet delegation had not given serious thought to
antisatellite arms control prior to the talks and subsequently asked for
more time to consult with Moscow.45 In addition to the prohibition of
antisatellite weapons, the US delegation explored various interim
agreements which included a moratorium on the testing of antisatellite
systems and a "non-interference" agreement. The Soviet delegation,
headed by Oleg Khlestov, Head of the Treaty and Legal Affairs division
of the Foreign Ministry wanted a guarantee from the United States that
the space shuttle would not be used as an antisatellite weapon. However,
the United States delegation had been ordered in advance to keep the
space shuttle as a non-negotiable subject.46
The next set of talks began on January 16, 1979 in Bern. The United
States delegation sought from the Soviet delegation the range of
possible agreements. It became apparent that the Soviets were willing to
discuss a moratorium on anitsatellite testing, they were not prepared to
discuss the dismantlement of their antisatellite system. This position
would have allowed the Soviets with their antisatellite capability intact
while the United States would have been not permitted to develop its
own system on a par with the Sovet system. It was therefore unacceptable to the United States' delegation. The only common ground was a
non-use agreement.47 However, there were problems with this too. The
Soviet position was that the non-use would apply only to US and Soviet
satellites leaving allied satellites which were vital to NATO vulnerable.
The Soviets also persisted with their objections to the space shuttle.
The third set of talks began on April 23, 1979 in Vienna and subsequently turned out to be the final talks. The combination of the Soviet's
unwillingness to dismantle its satellite interceptor and the Defence
Department's opposition to a comprehensive agreement, the US
delegation composed a two-stage strategy. The United States would seek
a no-use agreement possibly combined with a moratorium on antisatellite testing in the short term to be followed in the long run with an
45
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agreement to prohibit the hardware.48 Progress was made during the
talks of a no-use treaty and a test moratorium was discussed with the
United States in favour of a short term moratorium and the Soviet
Union in favour of a longer term one for reasons discussed above.
However, further progress was prevented in the redrafting of a treaty
regarding no-use by the Soviets repeated objections to the space shuttle
and their desire to restict a no-use agreement to only US and Soviet
satellites. In addition to this, the Soviets also reserved the right to
circumvent a "no-use" agreement if "hostile or pernicious" acts by a
foreign satellite infringed their national sovereignty. This was interpreted as a Soviet wish to prevent the potential use of direct broadcasting satellites for propaganda purposes.49
This round of talks was adjourned with the prospect of a fourth to
be held in the Autumn. However, further talks were delayed by the
pursuit of SALT II discussions which were occuring and became the
overriding priority of the Carter administration. Some officials in the
Carter administration felt that the Joint Chiefs of Staffs support for
SALT II might be at stake if they pushed too hard for an antisatellite
agreement. The ensuing delay to the negotiations and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 meant that any notion of an
ASAT agreement was thwarted. There were a number of attempts
within the administration in 1980 to reconvene the negotiations, mainly
from within the State Department and ACDA and the Soviets too
informally showed some interest in the resumption of talks. However,
with Soviet ASAT testing resuming on April 3, 1980 the Carter
administration gave up any hope of an agreement before the US
presidential elections in that year. The subsequent election of President
Reagan brought US interest in an ASAT arms control treaty to an end.
The US Antisatellite Programmes Since The End of the Cold War

The demise of the Soviet Union did not seem to have a corresponding effect on antisatellite proposals in the United States. Proposals
in the early 1990s were argued from the Cold War premises which had
dominated the debate since the issue arose in the Kenneday Administration. These premises were founded on the "space as a sanctuary"
argument, that antisatellites would undermine strategic stability and the
argument that an arms race in space would occur. The flaw in these
premises was that with the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the arms
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49
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race in space issue combined with strategic stability were inextricably
linked with a fully fledged adversary to maintain this relationship. The
Gulf War in 1990-91 also changed the equation with the realisation of
the importance of space in warfighting during the campaign, and the
possible effects if these assets were threatened.
The strategic arguments that had dominated the earlier ASAT
debates began to dissipate in the post Cold War and post Gulf War,
except in the purist position of supporting space as a sanctuary. However
they were replaced by other concerns. The Clinton Administration let its
opposition to military space programmes be known both in words and
actions.50 ASAT proponents including retired Air Force General
Charles Horner and Secretary of the Air Force attempted to raise the
ASAT issue as one that needed addressing.51 This was met with
considerable opposition from the Clinton Administration which
followed the space sanctuary view and did not support the notion of a
requirement for ASAT weapons. In particular, the Clinton Administration resisted the Army's Kinetic Energy Anti-satellite (KE-ASAT).52
However strong Congressional support, through Senator Bob Smith
have backed military space programmes and kept some of them in
existence in the face of opposition from both the Clinton Administration
and intra-service ambivalence. For example, Congress approved $30
million in 1996 for funds for KE-ASAT but was rescinded by President
Clinton. Congress rejected that action on June 9, 1996 by witholding
money from some of the administration's favoured projects.53 However
with the FY 1998 budget Clinton vetoed specific programmes from the
budget which included the KE-ASAT, and cut $38 million from the
project. Congress however managed to keep the KE-ASAT programme
going and in May 1998, KE-ASAT scientist Mark Fisher stated that: "If
there's money available we could conduct a proof of principle flight
within 18 months. I would need $65 million to do two flight tests."54
There was funds available in 1999 but this was from the previous year's
funding. A request for an infusion of $41m for the FY00 budget was
50
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requested to keep the programme going although this was subject to
political opposition.55
The Mid Infrared Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL) in existence at White Sands testing range in New Mexico is perhaps closer to
deployment than the KE-ASAT. It was originally an SDI anti-missile
programme, but is in the process of being adapted into a laser for use
against satellites. In addition to MIRACL the Pentagon is working on
both excimer and free-electron lasers as ground-based ASAT systems.56
These directed energy systems are able to respond in a more timely
manner that kinetic energy systems. On October 17, 1997 the US Army
Space & Missile Defence Command used the Mid-Infrared Advanced
Chemical Laser (MIRACL) ground based laser to illuminate the MSTI3 satellite in what was a test of satellite vulnerability.57 The target
satellite the MSTI-3 (Miniature Sensor Technology Integration) which
was in a 265 miles circular polar orbit carried a mid-infrared, nearinfrared, and visual focal plane array with a telescope and had finished
its intended mission. The MIRACL used various power levels on the
target satellite when it was 60-70 degrees above the horizon. The
satellite and its sensors were not damaged since the intention was to test
the level at which the laser caused the degradation of the sensor.58 The
MIRACL used excited deuterium fluoride molecules to produce 3.8
micron wavelength light for good atmospheric transmission. The power
output is around 2 megawatts. The beam was aimed by the Hughes Sea
Lite beam diretctor.59
The internal prioritisation given to these programmes was initially
not high. The particular importance given by the military's policy and
programmes can be determined by whether or not they appear in the
Five Year Development Plan (FYDP) from which the services plan and
what organisation takes the lead. When funds are unrequested by DOD
or the individual services it can be assumed that the programmes are
rogues rather than mainstream priorities. In this instance the programmes were advocated from Congress, in particular the Senate, rather
than the services themselves.60
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The rationale behind the acquisition of a US ASAT weapon system
is that obtaining a proved means of disabling a satellite will discourage
other countries from relying on them too heavily. The testing of an
ASAT system would allow the military the confidence that it would be
able to control the use made of space by future adversaries. It is this
argument which weighs heavily in the thinking of the US military which
is vital to its future military operations.
The major aspect during the period after the demise of the Soviet
Union and de facto end of the Cold War was the enormous contribution
space systems made the campaign to oust Iraq from Kuwait. The
possible loss of these satellites led defence policymakers to address the
issue of space control, especially the aspect of space denial. In order to
operate such a policy of space denial, the United States has to acquire
an ASAT capability, either Ke-ASAT or a directed energy weapons
system. This space policy imperative has seen the development of an
ASAT become a higher priority, especially in the light of President
Bush's election victory, and the appointment of Defence Secretary
Rumsfeld, who had chaired a commission to assess US space requirements. These factors are currently driving the requirement for an
antisatellite capability.
Indeed the "The Commission to Assess US National Security Space
Management and Organisation" chaired by Rumsfeld added impetus to
the case for developing an antisatellite capability. The prestige of what is
known as the Space Commission was further enhanced when its chair
was subsequently given the post of Secretary of Defence. The Commission highlighted the enormous vulnerability of the United States space
assets to possible attack and strongly emphasised the United Stats
dependency on these assets.61 The strong emphasis and the political
clout of the Space Commission highlighted one of the major rationales
for developing an ASAT capability. Namely, the requirement to be able
to disrupt an adversaries space capabilities perhaps to deter an
adversary from undertaking an attack on US space capabilities, but at
least to be able to conduct some form of retaliatory attack on an
adversary's space assets. To ensure that the adversary is unable to glean
advantage of its space assets during a conflict, whilst the United States
had lost its military space capabilities. The Space Commission states that
"the US must have the capabilities to defend its space assets against
61
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hostile acts and to negate the hostile use of space against U.S interests."62 It goes on to advocate a US ASAT requirement by declaring that
"The US will require means of negating satellite threats, whether
temporary and reversible or physically destructive."63
The Space Commission provided invaluable political pressure for
the United States to develop an antisatellite capability. The report
provided a timely reminder of the United States vulnerability to space
threats and its current lack of ability to deal with such threats. The
advocacy of an antisatellite capability by the panel of experts should
contribute greatly to the antisatellite debate, and provide an impetus to
the politics of acquiring such a capability.
The initial thinking towards an ASAT capability was clouded in the
belief that it was against the interests of the United States, in the
misguided notion that if the United States developed an ASAT
capability the Soviet Union would. Since the United States was more
reliant on reconnaissance information than the Soviets, this meant that
the United States would have more to lose from an ASAT exchange.
Therefore throughout the period upto 1970 the rationale for an ASAT
development was as a possible hedge against an unforeseen Soviet space
threat. The ASAT policy shifted after this period in that an ASAT
requirement was that the United States should match the Soviets in
order to deter attacks on US satellites. The Ford and Carter administrations shifted this position yet further, in that they highlighted the Soviet
ASAT threat as the rationale for developing ASAT weapons. The
Reagan policy on ASAT added a rationale to an ASAT for deterrence
purposes. This addition was the requirement of an ASAT to negate
Soviet space systems designed to assist an attack NATO allies. The
rationale was therefore broadened to include allies.
Since the end of the Cold War, one of the issues driving policy to
acquire an ASAT capability are comprised in the formulation of a space
control policy, which has its roots in the contribution military space
systems made during the ejection of Iraq from Kuwait. This space
control policy appears to be driving the United States to acquiring an
ASAT capability more so now, than at any other occasion during the
Cold War.
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US Immigration Policy:
Asylum-Seekers and Refugees
Don Barnett1
Centerfor Immigration Studies, Washington, D.C.
Until well into the second half of the twentieth century, immigration
into the USA was largely from Europe, the continent from which the founders of the United States had themselves come. However, in recent decades this pattern has been reversed in order to favor non-European immigrants. More recently international resolutions have obligated the US and
other participating countries to accept "asylum-seekers," essentially depriving these countries of control over their own immigration and future
demographic composition. The author her considers the impact of these
changes on US Immigration policy.
Key Words: Refugees, asylum-seekers, US immigration, US Immigration and
Naturalization Service, US Refugee Protection Act, U.N. Refugee Convention, UN
Convention Against Torture.

Asylum remains one of the least understood policy issues in America today. Shifting from a basis of largely serving foreign policy goals to
one that serves global humanitarian aims, it is more complex than ever.
It should be fertile ground for serious public discussion, combining as it
does several current issues - immigration, human rights, foreign
relations, the influence of special interest lobbies, the decline of national
sovereignty, and the rise of international law. Despite this, public
awareness of the issue does not get beyond the occasional humaninterest story of individual asylum seekers and their struggles. Issues
include:
Just seven days after the September 11 attacks, the administration
recommended the admission of 70,000 refugees for fiscal year 2002.
Though the proposed refugee quota was finalized prior to September
11, the document containing the proposal was issued by the National
Security Council after September 11 with no footnotes or reference to
the events of that day, according to a State Department source who
wishes to remain anonymous. Shortly after, refugee admission was
temporarily halted pending a review of the refugee selection process and
a review of security for those federal government personnel who travel
the world considering candidates for the US program. Refugee
1
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